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Description
The endpoints /node_entities and /node_entities_all provides a list of entities linked to administrative unit and historical place.
This list only contains id, label and url of the entities. Through a new endpoint /type_entities and /type_entities_all one can also
retrieve the entities linked to any type (standard type, custom type, value type and places) in the linked places format (or other
implemented formats). Since through the newer endpoints, the same information can be retrieved, I would like to no longer support
this endpoint.
This means, if ticket #1547 API: API Evolution will be released, this endpoint will be deleted.
Deprecated:
node_entities
node_entities_all
subunit
subunit_hierarchy
Related issues:
Follows Question #1547: API: API Evolution

Closed

2021-07-14

History
#1 - 2021-07-15 17:19 - Bernhard Koschiček-Krombholz
- Follows Question #1547: API: API Evolution added
#2 - 2021-09-15 14:24 - Alexander Watzinger
- Status changed from New to Assigned
#3 - 2021-12-07 10:55 - Bernhard Koschiček-Krombholz
- Target version changed from API to 7.0.0
- Tracker changed from Question to Feature
- Subject changed from API: deprecation of node_entities and node_entities_all to API: deprecation of node_entities/node_entities_all and
subunit/subunit_hierarchy
Subunit and subunit_hierarchy will be deleted in version 0.3. Instead, there is a new endpoint /subunits/<id> with the same functionality, only that the
results are enriched in a Thanados json format. It is also possible to get this data as simple XML with ?format=xml.
So in version 0.3 within the OA 7.0.0 following endpoints will be deleted:
/node_entities
/node_entities_all
/subunit
/subunit_hierarchy
#4 - 2021-12-07 10:56 - Bernhard Koschiček-Krombholz
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
#5 - 2021-12-07 13:21 - Alexander Watzinger
- Subject changed from API: deprecation of node_entities/node_entities_all and subunit/subunit_hierarchy to API: deprecation of node and subunit
functions
- Description updated
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